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This is bad. Very bad. He's rubbing off on me. Resident bad boy Ethan Colton is turning me into an

irresponsible bad girl.Rule #2 â€“ When I tell you to come here, you come here.It's still an order, still

practically growling at me, commanding me to obey him, but it's more, too. It's fun and flirty, a little

playful. I can see why girls fall for him, can see why his devious smirk melts their resistance,

because it's doing the same to me.
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I received an ARC copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.The story continues where

the first ended, the morning after Ethan and Ashley have sex and they both realize one night is not

enough. They made an agreement that it will only last until their parents return and then theyâ€™ll

return to just being friends. Ashley thinks sheâ€™s doing this for the experience and not because

she has feelings for Ethan. Ethan doesn't realize he's falling in love with Ashely. When Ashleyâ€™s

friend Julia comes over, Ashley becomes jealous of Julia and Ethan.

I received this book in exchange for an honest review. I have never read anything from this author



but I must say her style of writhing puts he on my must read list.Book 2 starts off right from where

book one ends. So make sure you read them in order. It is the morning after their sexual

encounter.Will one night be enough or will the taboo of the relationship stop it from blooming. It is

hot and with lots of bare chest from Ethan. How does Ashley react to her girlfriends attraction to

Ethan.Can hardly wait for book 3.

This is a really, really good hot story. I love the almost forbidden quality that it has, also that they

have known each other since second grade but never took the time to really know know each other.

The dichotomy of their personalities and how they are slowly evolving is really good too. I feel so

weird saying that I am having fun reading this series, because this one is crammed full of hot

sexiness and stuff. Definitely read this series!.

Another great and sexy read. Ethan is the bad boy and Ashley is a good girl. They both seem to be

rubbing off on one another. They set up a bunch of rules for their "relationship." They talk, listen,

and help each other out. Ashley and Ethan have a bond and they seem to cause it to grow with the

time they spend together.Worth reading. Looking forward to the next one.

The 2nd Stepbrother with Benefits was so much better than the 1st book. We got to see more of the

emotional side of Ethan. His fears and under his bad boy mask, he is really a very caring man. He is

willing to teach her all about her body and believes he can walk away. Both are still questioning if

what they are doing is morally right. I cant wait to read book 3.

I received this ARC for an honest review and Mia Clark is keeping me entertained. Book two starts

off exactly where book one ends so make sure you read in order. Ethan and Ashley have agreed to

one week of things that they want to experience together so things get HOT fast in this book. I

couldn't put it down and I'm starting book 3 immediately!

I received an ARC of this book in exchange for an honest review. The story picks up where the first

book ended. It's the morning after and both Ethan and Ashley realize one night is not enough. They

agree to give in to their mutual desires for one week. The sex is steamier and more erotic, and I

can't wait to see what happens next.

I really enjoyed this book.I am interested if they get caught by their parents. Also I think Ethan



doesn't realize he's falling in love with Ashely. They are venturing out more and more.I can't wait to

read part three to see if all my questions are answered
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